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6B.2 Relative grants detection
The physical layer in the UE shall detect relative grants within the E-RGCH set that is monitored by the UE and deliver 
the relative grants to the higher layers as follows:

- When a UE is not in soft handover, an UP shall be delivered to the higher layers if a reliable UP is detected by 
the physical layer in the UE, else a DOWN shall be delivered to the higher layers if a reliable DOWN is 
detected by the UE, else a HOLD shall be delivered to the higher layers. 

- When a UE is in soft handover, multiple relative grants may be received in an E-DCH TTI from different cells 
in the E-DCH active set. In some cases, the UE has the knowledge that some of the transmitted relative grants 
are the same. This is the case when the radio links are in the same E-DCH serving Radio radio Link link Sset
(serving or non serving). For these cases, relative grants from the same E-DCH serving Radio radio Link link 
Sset (serving or non serving) shall be soft combined into one relative grant information and delivered to higher 
layers. If an the E-DCH radio link set contains only one radio link, the detection shall be done as specified 
above for the case where the UE is not in soft handover. For If each an the E-DCH serving radio link set 
containsing multiple radio links, an UP shall be delivered to the higher layers if a reliable UP is detected by the 
physical layer in the UE after soft combining, else a DOWN shall be delivered to the higher layers if a reliable 
DOWN is detected by the UE after soft combining, else a HOLD shall be delivered to the higher layers.
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